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INTRODUCTION
Rendezvous and docking sensors are needed to support the future Earth-
orbttal operations of vehtcles such as the Shuttle, the Teleoperator
Maneuvering System (TMS), the Orbttal Transfer Vehtcle (OTV) and the
maneuverable television system (HTV). We investigated the form such sensors
should take and whether a single, posstbly modular, sensor could satisfy the
needs of all vehicles.
The sensor must enable an interceptor vehtcle to determine both the
relattve position and the relattve attitude of e target vehtcle. Relative-
posttton determination ts fatrly straightforward and places few constraints
on the sensor. Relative-attitude determination, however, ts more difficult.
The method we have selected ts to calculate the attitude based on relative
position measurements of several reflectors placed tn a known arrangement on
the target vehtcle.
The constraints imposed on the sensor by the attitude-determination
method are severe. Narrow beamwtdth, wtde fteld of view (fov), htgh range
accuracy, and fast random-scan capability are all required to determine
attitude by thts method. A consideration of these constraints as well as
others imposed by expected operating conditions and the available technology
has led us to conclude that the sensor should be a cw optical radar employing
a semiconductor-laser transmitter and an Image-dissector receiver.
The performance obtainable from a representative sensor was compared to
specifications generated during the study and the conclusion was that this
type of sensor can meet the needs of future Earth-orbital operations.
PURPOSEOF DOCKINGSENSOR
Future space operations will requtre soft docking and/or maintenance
of a fixed relattve attitude while station-keeping. In either case, a
versatile, lightweight sensor system wtll be needed to augment or replace
visual tracking of the target vehtcle. Masstve or flextble spacecraft wtl]
require greater sensor system accuracy to mtnlmtze contact forces and moments,
docking mechanism mass and cemplexity, vehtcle dispersions, and fuel expendi-
tures. In addition, a docking/station keeping sensor will enable long term
station-keeping to be performed in an automat|c mode to relieve the crew of
the workload and tedtum of monitoring relattve positions and applytng
corrective maneuvers. Eventually, thts sensor capability wtll enable automatic
rendezvous and docktng.
Well tn advance of operational station-keeping and docking, a standard
configuration for payload-mounted passtve tracking aids needs to be established.
Thts wtll enable payloads whtch are launched tn the near future to be
configured before launch for later retrieval. Therefore, tt ts Important
to start now to determine a vtable station-keeping and docktng tracktng
technique, Thts project establishes a workable docktng sensor system and
a standard target aid configuration.
DEVELOPHENTOF REQUIREMENTS
Three studies 1,2,3 have been completed establishing sensor performance,
technology status, and conceptual destgn requirements for rendezvous, station-
keeping, and docking. Inputs from numerous organizations and disciplines
were incorporated in the studies, Including spacecraft and docking mechanism
designers; mission planners and analysts; guidance, navigation, and control
specialists; and microwave/laser systems engineers. These studies concluded
that development of a docking sensor capability ts a crtttcal need.
The Shuttle Ku-band Radar and Communication System wtll not sufftce for
close range station-keeping and docking for a number of reasons: (1) it does
not measure attitude, (2) it cannot function effectively at ranges less than
100 feet, (3) it cannot perform its radar and communications functions
simultaneously; therefore, payload and TV data cannot be transmitted while
station-keeping and docking, and (4) it is too large and heavy to be used on
other smaller vehicles, such as free flyers and teleoperator maneuvering
systems, whtch will also require station-keeping and docking capabilities.
A new system must, therefore, be developed to fulftll the close-range
station-keeping and docking tracking requirements.
The studies also showed that: (1) because of the attitude measuring
accuracies required for docking, a system operating at opttcal frequencies
is required, and (2) a tracking system which is capable of supporting docking
is also capable of supporting close range station-keeping.
Studies:
1. Advanced Rendezvous Sensor Study by RCA, NAS 9-16252, 1981 (906-75-23-01),
Sponsored by JSC Tracking & Communications Development Division.
2. Development of Automated Rendezvous and Proximity Operations Techniques
for Rendezvous and Close-tn Operations and Satellite Servicing by LtnCem
Corp., NAS g-16310, 1981 (906- - - ), Sponsored by JSC Mission
Plannin9 and Analysts Division.
3. Final Report of the Space Vehicle Control and Guidance Working Group JSC/
K. Cox, Chairman, January 1982, Sponsored by OAST Space Systems Office.
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